
The Rowan's Destiny (The Killian Blade, #3) By Stella Brie PDF The Rowan's destiny card The
Characters: Names and descriptions of the persons can be found at the end of book three in Arden’s
worldArden Karth Balinor: hybrid: witch and dark elf needs Allies was raised by a Fae Princess
(Solandis) and her Demon Mate (Vargas Karth) and belongs to the House of the Princess of the Light
Fae and Vargas Karth who is Lucifers executioner knows Lucifer Callyx is her brother because of her
adoption is immortal 328 years old has seven bloodlines and elven Powers is the Rowan Warrior
loyal and HonorableLord Theron: Fae lord of Summer and Winter Prefers Winter member of
Imperium Cadre 1833 years old immortal Calls Arden Love and Lady Winter Arrogant OCD Highly
Intelligent StrategistDaire: First Vampire and part Angel Member of Imperium Cadre Lucifer’s son
his mother was a witch and Healer his sister Danica is dead Prince of the Underworld immortal 1603
years old Arrogant Strategist Warrior HealerPrince Fallon: Hybrid dark and light Elf Elven Prince
Member of Imperium Cadre 2006 years old second oldest immortal Son of the Light Elven King and
the sister of the Dark Elven Queen’s sister Prefers the light Solitary Thinker Strategist IdealistAstor:
half Incubus and half Warlock Hybrid Runic Blood and sexual Magic Member of the Imperium Cadre
1645 years old immortal Prefers the shadows Calls Arden Gorgeous Minx Seductive charming Fun
ScientistValerian: King of the Dragons All three Dragon Powers (Fire Ice Shadows) black Dragon
Member of Imperium Cadre Arden’s mate helps her with her fighting skills legendary warrior killed
his father and is not liked by the dragons 2778 years immortal loved Moira MacAllister who was
killed by his father Lost Introvert Big Heart GruffSolandis: Princess of the house of light sister of the
light fae queen is mated to Lord Vargas Karth her political capital is limited because of her mate
Parent to Arden and CallyxVargas Karth: Underworld Executioner at the beginning later Lucifers
second in command Mate of Solandis Parent to Arden and CallyxCallyx: Son of Solandis and Vargas
Karth brother to Arden Lucifer’s spy is protective of Arden Demon and Light FaeMerindah:
Nickname Meri Arden’s trainer on the job Fae mimics the magic of others without stealing it sees
power shares Arden’s destiny becomes Arden’s friend cousin of Callyx nice of Solandis and
VargasNyssa: Queen of the Light Fae Solandis’s sister PrimeGia Perrone: Arden’s mum witch Seer
with six blood linesTorin Balinor: MacAllister Witch and Dark Elven Arden’s Father Archivist King of
Dark ElvesElora Agnes Balinor: MacAllister Witch and Dark Elven Arden’s GrandmotherCatriona
MacAllister Balinor: MacAllister Witch Arden’s Great GrandmotherConall Balinor / Kein Blanthir:
Son of former Dark Elven King Blacksmith Catriona’s mate Arden’s Great-Grandfather Co-Creator of
the Killian BladesMaya: married to a shifter helps to manage the Abby alpha of a lion
prideHenry/Bran: Butler of Witchwood likes Arden Puck Co-Creator of the Killian BladesCaro
Pennington and Adam Pennington: Caro leading the Coven likes the power Head of the Coven Nico
head of House Perrone their daughter is Cassandra who is egoistical and CharlotteSantiago and
Reyna: Santiago head of house Martinez can transform into different animals Reyna is Santiago’s
daughter a weak witch doesn’t like Cassandra doesn’t like CaroBianca Perrone: witch who tests
Arden’s abilities also allies herself to Arden’s group Nico’s sisterAmelie Von Dietrich: witch with fae
bloodSolange: Daire’s ex-girlfriend of two years her parents are Lucifer’s friends Vampire Daughter
of AlanAlain: Lucifer’s second in command dies in book 2 Father of SolangeSorceress: Guardian of
Meri Former Mistress of Dark Fae King stole essence of the Queen of light fae and the king of dark
fae and created Meri out of it. The rowans destiny vk Letti: Succubus from Astor’s pastbloodlines:
bloodline 1: Human & Elves Herritage Portals and Seer Abilities Nico Perrone Gia Perrone Gemma
Perrone (Greatest Seer in the history of witches predicted the Rowan MacAllister Massacre and
downfall of the witches) Bianca Perrone Essa Perrone Ella Perronebloodline 2 Human & Fae
Herritage mastery of illusion and glamour Amelie Von Dietrich Natasha Von Dietrich Lukas Von
Dietrich bloodline 3 Human & Demon Herritage mastery of spell casting and shielding Caro
Pennington Cassandra Pennington (Bloodline 1 2 3 4 5 Mate to Grady) Charlotte Pennington
(Bloodline 1 2 3 5)bloodline 4 Human & Elven Herritage Mastery of healing and potions Adam
Pennington An Leebloodline 5 Human & Fae Herritage Mastery of Elemental powers Katarina
Ivanov Nikolai Ivanovbloodline 6 Human & Shifter Herritage Transfiguration Santiago Martinez
Reyna Martinez (Bloodline 2 3 5 6)bloodline 7 Human & Dragon Herritage affinity for blood magic



and elements Stone Creator Arden Karth Balinor Catriona MacAllister Balinor Elora Agnes
MacAllister Balinor Torin BalinorThe witch council: leader: Caro Pennington members: Nico Perrone
Adam Pennington at first then An Lee Katarina Ivanov Santiago Martinez Amelie Von Dietrich Arden
Karth Balinorinfinity within a circle: Ancient Symbol means sanctuary for all supernaturalsThe Abby:
Sanctuary owned and managed by Imperium Cadrecadres: groups of supernaturals from distinct
races of like power who form a sacred bond their bond and combined magic create helps enforce the
rules of a sanctuary Imperium Cadre: group of warriors including an Elven prince Fallon a Fae lord
Lord Theron a warlock Astor the First Vampire Daire and the King of Dragons Valerien and later
Arden Karth BalinorSummery:- most important: the good guys won but we did expect this right?-
Meri is the daughter of the light fae queen. The rowans destiny vk The Rowan's Destiny (The
Killian Blade #3) Awesome but…4 stars *I think* I think this might have been my least favorite of
the series but since I loved all the books that doesn’t mean too much. Paranormal the rowan's
destiny 2 They just got a little tingly when they touched…?There were a few other issues
specifically regarding the next Prime being the primal sources connected to the sanctuaries…that
doesn’t particularly make sense. PDF The Rowan's destiny tracker Also the Primal Source
threatens to be watching Arden…why? She’s not the Prime #3) Review at book 1 The Rowan's
Destiny (The Killian Blade #3) An Enemy Is UncoveredThis is the third book in a continuing series.
The rowan's destiny book pdf The story will continue in future books focusing on a different main
character therefore there is no cliffhanger just a few hooks to get you looking forward to the next
books in the series. The rowans destiny vk She has been given the guidance of visions of her
deceased mother and other ancestors who set things into motion to provide her with a chance to
make things right in the world of magic. EPub The Rowan's destiny season 2 It’s not only the
Cadre who are important to this sense of family but also those that raised Arden in the absence of
her mother and the other friends that she makes on her journey. PDF The Rowan's destiny card
They are flawed in such different ways and their personalities sometimes may be abrasive but they
are good people and adore Arden and the changes she has brought to their lives. PDF The Rowan's
destiny card Obviously there is some involvement because these men have been family to each
other for nearly 1000 years but they don’t butt in too much and Arden doesn’t let them even if they
wanted to. The rowans destiny vk All of them including Arden have their own responsibilities
separate from being part of the Imperium Cadre and these can take them away from home for days
and weeks at a time. PDF The Rowan's destiny card I’m sincerely looking forward to the next
section of this series because even though one section of the plot is resolved this world is fascinating
and the next main characters are just as intriguing as Arden is! The Rowan's Destiny (The Killian
Blade #3) 4. The rowan's destinye episode Also the fact that Fallon was sort of an afterthought? I
mean he’s got a pretty deep connection with Arden but he spends so much time in the light Elven
kingdom on his own that he kind of lost some of it. PDF The Rowan's destiny card The Rowan's
Destiny (The Killian Blade #3) I re-read books 1 and 2 before beginning The Rowan's Destiny and I
do recommend it for readers like me who read them closer to their release. The Rowan's
destinyitemmanager There are a lot of moving pieces strategies and fights between the start of the
book til the end because the final showdown with the various enemies was never going to be simple.
The Rowan's destinyitemmanager There were times when I felt the pacing of the story lost a bit
of momentum since like I said above this has been a great series with lots of pieces coming together
to form a whole intricate picture. PDF The Rowan's destiny item The Rowan's Destiny (The Killian
Blade #3) The final book of this trilogy is something else! I enjoyed the vast majority of the story but
there were some things I didn’t care for as much. The Rowan's destinycurley1 Also what’s up with
the puck character? He’s referenced in the second journal and then again possibly (?) in the third
but then he’s sort of randomly inserted into the story with this odd role that doesn’t entirely fit with
the narrative and then his continued role in Arden’s life isn’t exactly addressed which makes things
confusing. The rowan's destiny pdf free 25 ⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️ The Rowan's Destiny (The Killian Blade #3) The
best series ever!I'm blown away at how much I loved this series! I can't fathom how people could put
this down without finishing it. The rowan's destiny pdf free download Stella outdid herself with



this series! Well done! The Rowan's Destiny (The Killian Blade #3) Author of steamy contemporary
and paranormal romance books Stella Brie lives outside of Nashville TN with her husband and
golden retriever Bailey,

EBook The Rowan's destiny credit
She doesn’t have the prime power; she refused it and allocated it elsewhere, EBook The Rowan's
destiny item So why do they need to watch her? This was not well thought out, The rowan's
destiny pdf free Will Arden ever learn to use her elf magic? She ignores it 99% of the time and
she’s as weak as a baby elf. The rowan's destiny pdf download She doesn’t even show interest in
learning or strengthening it: Kindle the rowan's destiny pdf Elf magic lessons seemed to be a
brief plot devise in an earlier book to give Arden time to bond with Fallon. Book the rowan's
destiny pdf free What’s going to happen to the light elf kingdom? What about the old king? Is he
alive or dead? Was there a new king chosen? Nobody knows, Paranormal The Rowan's destiny
credit How about Arden’s dad and the whole dark elf king business… Is Arden a princess now? It
was never mentioned: Pdf the rowan's destiny pdf Is she not ‘elf enough’ to be his heir? Does he
need to have more kids? Will the magic choose his successor instead? We get no answers: The
Rowan's destinyitemmanager #loosethreadsI think I was dissatisfied with a lot of the resolutions
to the various storylines: The Rowan's destinycurley1 Several things didn’t seem well thought out
or had holes in the reasoning, The rowan's destiny ebook free download The Rowan's Destiny
(The Killian Blade.

Book The Rowan's destiny

There's a lot of ground to cover, The rowan's destiny pdf free Sometimes the strategies and
fighting were a bit convoluted because of how much was happening too. Book the rowan's destiny
pdf I loved how so many of the conflicts were resolved and how true to character Arden stayed:
Contemporary the rowan's destiny lyrics The resolution of the witches and particularly the Prime
issue for example, The rowan's destinyc ccc Brie has said that Meri will be getting a book (not
sure if it'll be a series or a standalone) so that's a relief since there's a lot still to unpack, PDF The
Rowan's destiny card There are some other threads of the plot that may be addressed in future
books also that I'm curious about (one that was esp emotional) but can't say because major spoilers:
The rowan's destinyf ff7 Hopefully we'll get hints of what Arden and her guys are up to but I know
they'll be happy together. EPub The Rowan's destiny's Overall.

Book the rowan's destiny pdf free
Pages: 355My rating: 4This is the third and last book where Arden is the main character, The
rowan's destinyc cc The series will go on but it will have a different main character (Meri),
Paranormal The Rowan's destiny credit She is a warrior loyal and loves her family the one who
raised her and her newly found: The Rowan's destinycurley1 In this book we find out who the
prime is and what Arden is supposed to be: PDF The Rowan's destiny card But will she like it?I
also like the addition to this book which is called Arden’s world. The rowans destiny vk We can
find all important characters there also the witches council the imperial cadre Lucifers demons: The
rowan's destiny book pdf But the sorceress who was Meri’s guardian created her without the
knowledge of her parents the queen of light fae and the king of dark fae, EBook The Rowan's
destiny credit We do not get to know where she was but Callyx and another guy who likes Meri
freed her. The rowan's destiny pdf free download After Callyx tells Arden who Meri is they take
her to Solandis and Vargas current house and introduce her, EBook The Rowan's destiny credit
She is accepted instantly and suddenly gets to know the care of a loving family. EPub The Rowan's



destiny's - Arden finds out who her father is and that she has met him already when they visited the
Archives of the Dark Fae King, The Rowan's destinyitemmanager - Theron gives Arden the title of
Lady Winter and a bracelet that let the fae know she is his mate, The rowan's destiny ebook
download The bracelet also helps to open a portal to The Fae Realm of Winter: The rowan's
destiny pdf download - Daire wants to protect Arden and ask Lucifer for his help, PDF The
Rowan's destiny card They come up with the plan to make her a member of Lucifers court:
Paranormal the rowan's destiny 2 He does not want to give her the mate’s kiss because if
something happens to him she would die too. Book the rowan's destiny Arden also does not want
the mate’s kiss with the same reasoning, Book the rowan's destiny - Astor takes her to the market
when they are at Lucifer’s court. EPub The Rowan's destiny season 2 There Arden finds out
about the dark market and that Astor used his Succubus talents there, Epub the rowan's destiny
free He used this magic to pleasure women and fill up on the magic: The Rowan's Destiny epubor
He got addicted but with help he got out of it and began another life, Book The Rowan's destiny
credit Astor was scared that Arden will reject him when she gets to know his past: The rowan's
destiny book pdf She accept him his present self past self and whatever there will come: The
rowan's destiny book pdf - The imperium cadre makes Arden a member of the cadre to keep her
even safer. The rowan's destiny book review They find out that the Prime is a queen and there are
only two queens at the moment: Queen of the Dark Elven and the queen of the light fae: The
rowan's destiny pdf download Arden hopes for Solandis sake that the Prime is the Dark Elven
queen, The rowan's destinye book - The dark elven Queen talks to Fallon and finds out that her
sister was not killed by Fallon Dad. The rowan's destiny book review And Fallon believes the
Queen that she did not kill her own sister. Pdf the rowan's destiny pdf She poisons her husband
who killed her sister and by doing this she kills herself, The rowan's destinyb bbc Now Fallon is in
succession to become the King of Dark Fae but he is not interested: The rowan's destinyk key So
he asks Arden’s Dad to become the rightful King of Dark Fae and the magic accepts him: The
Rowan's destinykd - The imperium cadre and their allies have to fight the light fae queen: The
rowan's destiny book pdf The main force will fight the army of the light fae queen and Arden
Fallon’s elite soldiers and most of the imperium cadre Callyx and Vargas fight the light fae queen,
The rowans destiny vk The light fae queen kills Vargas and Arden kills the light fae queen, EPub
The Rowan's destiny season 2 She is taken to the person who wants to make her the new prime,
PDF The Rowan's destiny card But Arden refuses and tells her to divide the power and give it to
the cadres: The rowan's destiny book pdf The person agrees to try this but if the plan fails they
will appoint a new prime, The Rowan's destinyitemmanager - Epiloge/End: Solandis can’t accept
that Vargas is dead because she can still feel him. The rowan's destiny pdf free download And
Lucifer who has a bond to Vargas goes and finds Vargas soul/ghost: The rowan's destinyl london
So Lucifer makes it his new mission to find a new body for Vargas. PDF The Rowan's destiny card
Here are some of my complaints:I wish we were able to get a satisfactory ending for Vargas, The
rowan's destiny pdf free download I feel like he was a thread left hanging an unresolved plot line
a loose end: PDF The Rowan's destiny card How’s that going to work out? Where is he gonna get
a body? How long is this going to take? Will his mate recognize him? I detest when authors do this to
readers: The Rowan's Destiny epub.pub It feels like a cheap ploy to get us to read their next
series, The Rowan's Destiny bookworm I don’t feel like the relationship between Fallon and Arden
was very well done. The Rowan's destinyblingco First of all there wasn’t a good resolution to the
issue of him disappearing and ignoring her for the last half of the second book and the first half of
this one: The Rowan's destinycurley1 Also they were supposed to be mates…but they didn’t have
any sort of tangible mate bond not like she had with Valerian, Paranormal The Rowan's destiny
credit Especially since the primal sources connected to the sanctuaries don’t seem to strengthen
the cadre only the building itself, The rowan's destinyf ffxiv How is that going to help the masses?
It won’t even help the cadres once they leave the property, The rowans destiny vk This resolution
won’t keep the balance between free will and obedience. Book the rowan's destiny pdf free That’s
not even considering that the primal sources weren’t even mention until the end of the last book.



The Rowan's destinyblingco Needless to say I was dissatisfied with that resolution as well. The
rowan's destinye learning It marks the end of this section of the story that focuses on Arden. The
rowan's destiny pdf free download This book is filled with content to keep you guessing what will
happen next. EPub The Rowan's destiny season 2 The plot moves at a very fast pace and a lot
happens to the characters, EBook The Rowan's destiny item I gulped this book down in one
sitting despite my gritty eyes at the end because I couldn’t stop following what was happening with
each new turn of the page. The Rowan's destinyblingco Arden must find a way to achieve her
destiny whatever she chooses to make of that: The rowans destiny vk The path she was forced to
walk has taken her to a place where she can discover who her enemy is and do her best to defeat
them. The Rowan's Destiny bookworm She also has to determine the best way to lead the witches
into an age of acceptance of all magic users no matter how much they hate the idea. Epub the
rowan's destiny free The path to winning her battles is not an easy one and not everything is
smooth sailing in her relationships with the members of the Imperial Cadre. The rowan's destiny
book pdf External pressures come to bear on their relationships and it may prove too much to
accept for Arden when decisions are made for her without her knowledge or agreement. The
Rowan's Destiny booker This book is filled with passion romance and the love of a family made
through choice. The rowan's destiny pdf free download This author writes such rich and diverse
characters they seem to step off the page into your heart and mind: The rowan's destiny pdf
download They feel real and believable as though you could bump into them in the street. The
rowan's destinyh house The members of the Cadre are all so different yet at heart they share the
same passion for helping and protecting others weaker than themselves. The Rowan's Destiny
book summary I like how each relationship Arden has with the members of the Cadre is unique and
separate from the others. The rowan's destiny book review Technology and magic in conjunction
seem to do marvellous things!There is so much unveiling of hidden truths in this book that it is
difficult to keep up. Contemporary the rowan's destiny lyrics It may be complex and fascinating
but the fabulous plot does not overwhelm the emotional content of this book: The rowans destiny
vk The characters and their emotions and their connections to each other are as important to the
book as the troop manoeuvres magic skills and political manipulation. The Rowan's destinyblingco
It’s very difficult for an author to maintain that balance in a book of this nature and that this author
has achieved such a perfectly poised balance is a credit to her, Paranormal The Rowan's destiny
credit It gives me high hopes for the rest of the series that it’s not just the fabulous Arden that
makes this series so readable but the entirety of the way she writes: The Rowan's destinycopley13
But the ending of this book was just disappointing and a bit abrupt. EPub The Rowan's destiny
season 2 I really enjoyed all the politics and the magic and the action, The Rowan's Destiny book
summary It was more like Arden was in 5 separate relationships with guys who happened to be
friends and brothers in arms: The Rowan's Destiny epubor Rather than them all being in a
cohesive relationship together, Pdf the rowan's destiny pdf I just wish one that there was more
and two that the harem was more together, Book the rowan's destiny � The Rowan's Destiny (The
Killian Blade #3) The Rowan's destiny is to power the stone and save the magic of witches
everywhere: EBook The Rowan's destiny credit Or is it? When the words of the past reveal new
secrets Arden must decide which path to follow—the one dictated by others or the one designed by
her, EPub The Rowan's destiny season 2 From the ballroom to the battlefield Arden and the
Imperium Cadre discover an intricate web of deceit and a massive abuse of power: The rowan's
destiny book pdf One woman’s need to manipulate the world has changed the course of history and
her continued reign threatens the foundations of tomorrow: The Rowan's destinycurley1 Past and
present unite in fury to avenge itself against the Prime, The rowans destiny vk Arden and the
cadre must strike hard and fast to eliminate the threat and find their destiny: The rowan's destiny
pdf download The Rowan's Destiny (The Killian Blade #3)A good conclusion with an exciting battle
to defeat the Prime. The Rowan's destinyblingco There is definitely hints that there will be more
stories set in this world which I look forward to, EBook The Rowan's destiny item The Rowan's
Destiny (The Killian Blade #3) Omggg i fucking loved it. EBook The Rowan's destiny item Arden



was for me one of my fave heroins she was not as young as everyone is: The Rowan's
destinycopley13 She actually had some brains and could fight even tho she was naive sometimes
cuz how she grew up: The rowan's destinyl lyrics (sheltered) To be honest i was scared for this to
end but at the same time i was relieved to get a great ending to it. The Rowan's Destiny book I
want more of Arden and her cadre even tho i know this was the end of her story: Pdf the rowan's
destiny pdf This series has such detailed world building and connections between the characters
places and events that it's both amazing and sometimes you need a refresher, EPub The Rowan's
destiny season 2 For this final book we get to see Arden finally fulfill her destiny with the support
of her family (found and blood) by her side. EPub The Rowan's destiny tracker New allies pop up
(one in particular made me smile a lot) and enemies are finally revealed: The rowans destiny vk No
worries though even with all the challenges and battle prep we get lots of emotional and steamy
moments between Arden and her guys: The rowans destiny vk Arden continued to be as strong
compassionate vulnerable and warrior-like as ever. EPub The Rowan's destiny tracker The
remaining cadre members solidify their feelings and connections with her bonding the group
further, The rowan's destinye episode The multi-POV continued to help with insight into each guy
which is necessary at times to get the complete story: The Rowan's Destiny epubor Fallon is still
not my favorite of the guys but someone has to be at the bottom of that list I guess and Theron is
probably at the top for me. The rowan's destiny pdf free download But this group together has
purpose power and I felt the love when reading the characters. EPub The Rowan's destiny's I was
a tad confused by the journal from her mother because what I read did not scream out at me that the
Primary is who it ended up being: The rowan's destiny pdf download In fact from everything
learned about this person there is zero indication that they could be the Primary: Contemporary
the rowan's destiny pdf I don’t know he just feels like a rushed character that wasn’t given true
depth so he felt out of place to me. EPub The Rowan's destiny season 2 Anyway how they end up
defeating the Primary made me all giddy inside. Book the rowan's destiny pdf free We also have
the hint of setup for more books in this series/world, The rowan's destinyh harlow Yay! Hopefully
we’ll get to see our favorite characters having an active role in the next book(s). Book the rowan's
destiny pdf free After her husband challenged her to write a paragraph she wrote a book! Ideas are
pestering her night and day now, The rowan's destinyi instagram Shes currently in her writing
cave but when not writing you can find her reading boxing traveling and all the other good things in
life: The Rowan's destinykd Author of steamy contemporary and paranormal romance books Stella
Brie lives outside of Nashville TN with her husband and golden retriever Bailey: The rowan's
destiny book pdf After her husband challenged her to write a paragraph she wrote a book! Ideas
are pestering her night and day now, Paranormal The Rowan's destiny credit She's currently in
her writing cave but when not writing you can find her reading boxing traveling and all the other
good things in life. Once he flaked it was never really mentioned again. That was left unresolved as
well. Another loose thread. Is she now heir to the dark elf throne? Idk. There were too many loose
ends that weren’t addressed. I never felt like there was filler though.Ms.I liked that Arden is a strong
character. I added some of it to my list of characters. Arden healed her. Vargas and Callyx are all
protective about Meri.- Fallon stoped talking to Arden to keep her safe. But that produced a gap
between them. But Arden forgives him and they make up. She also meet’s her grandmother. But he
is not happy and wants a better bond. So Lucifer gives him another option. So she is happy with the
alternative. But she does not. But of course it is the light fae queen. But the Queen knows who
murdered her sister. Of course they win the dark fae as allies. They come up with a plan. Lucifer
asks what Vargas wants but he wants to stay. He has to find a new body. Arden just got tired of
being mad. Fallon never even apologized he just gave excuses. I repeat it makes no sense at all. It all
just came out of nowhere. However they are lucky that texting works across dimensions.6 stars. So. I
really enjoyed this whole series. Plus. I got three words for you. No. Group. Scenes. Zero. Not even
any ménages. So that also added to the disappointment. I don’t know. I think the story and the plot
was fantastic. The relationships on the other hand could’ve been better. The harem was way
different than I prefer. It was a good series. One thing I’ve learned about RH series. Good endings



are hard to come by. Allies old and new. Bonds formed. Battle lines drawn. She's just a great FMC in
my opinion. I felt Arden was entirely too quick to forgive Fallon. I understood his reasoning but no.
Just no. All the no’s in fact. His redemption was rushed and unsatisfying to me. I love magical
ingenuity and that is a lovely example. Overall rating 4. The storyline and world building was
amazing. I've never read a story written with this concept before. The Prime The Rowan all of it.
{site_link}
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